Particulate matter phenomenon: adverse event data and the effect of leukofiltration.
In February 2002, a multiorganizational task force investigated blood center reports of unusual particulate matter (PM) visible in packed red blood cells (RBC). A cohort study assessed increase in adverse events (AEs) related to this phenomenon, as well as the effect of post-leukofiltration (LF) on PM. Two blood centers assessed AEs in patients transfused with RBCs having visible PM (classified as normal by-products of RBC preparation), PM RBCs subsequently LF, or RBCs without visible PM, and the effect of LF on PM removal. There was no difference in AEs in patients transfused with PM RBCs with or without LF compared to patients transfused with RBCs without visible PM. Subsequently filtered PM RBCs had acceptable residual WBC counts and median platelet removal of 92%. Transfusion of RBCs with visible PM or RBCs subsequently LF does not appear to increase the risk of an AE. LF use on PM RBCs results in the PM removal without adversely affecting filter performance. The lack of evidence of an increase in AE reports does not mean that there is no effect, and there may be a baseline AE rate attributable to PM which has not been thoroughly researched.